Abstract
Introduction
Wireless networks and mobile devices are becoming more and more widely used. At the same time, in part due to the prevalence of non-protected public transmissions over wireless systems, security issues are becoming more and more problematic. In this paper we propose a a new secured architecture for mobile banking/payments. We propose use of a lightweight cryptography system along with a multi-factor authentication mechanism and a transaction log strategy to ensure all security requirements are fulfilled. We argue that compared to various architectures and models such as [7] , [9] , [18] and [1] , the architecture we propose is simpler and better suited to two-party mobile payment transactions over resource-limited mobile devices.
Background
Some background in this area may be of benefit in understanding the proposed architecture.
In our research, mobile devices are recognized as handheld devices generally with internet browsing capability and other basic computational capabilities. A mobile device can be viewed as an identifier for a particular individual, in that each individual generally has one's own mobile device which is not usually shared with others.
Mobile payment can be defined as any payment transaction which involves a mobile device [2] . According to Gao et al. existing mobile payment systems can be classified into two types: mobile POS payment systems that enable customers to purchase products on vending machines with their mobile devices, and account-based payment systems which can be mobile phone-based, smart card or credit card-based [5] . It is on this latter type that we focus. The two-party payment model of mobile payments is the simplest type of mobile payment model. The two parties involved are assumed to be a customer and a financial service provider.
There are two common channels that can be recognized as wireless networks: the wireless local area network (WLAN) and the mobile phone network [17] . The mobile phone network, on which our research focuses, is a radio network which consists of a number of cells, each of which is served by one or more fixed transmitters [16] .
In order to provide security for two-party transactions an implementation is generally expected to reside either on the transport layer or on the application layer [7] . Our architecture is proposed on the application layer. The application layer's security architecture is independent of the lower layers' security protocols, and is designed such that the application handles all the security-related functions. Furthermore, implementing an application layer security architecture does not require modifications to the current wireless network's infrastructure and protocols.
[11] details a number of concerns held by customers regarding security in mobile payments. 
Related Work
In this section we give an overview of some related work.
J2ME Application-Layer End-to-End Security Architecture
Itani and Kayssi present JASA, an application-layer security architecture based on the Java 2 Platform, MicroEdition (J2ME) [7] to ensure end-to-end security for mcommerce. JASA uses pure Java components to provide end-to-end security between a wireless J2ME-based client and J2EE-based servers. As in our proposal, this solution also does not require any modification to the underlying protocols or wireless network infrastructure.
JASA consists of a client side and server side. The client application consists of a Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) on top of the Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) profile. These provide the necessary methods needed for encapsulating an HTTP connection, and the result is that JASA can be easily employed in the current wireless network environment. AES is employed to provide encryption and decryption. On the server side the application is specified for the Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) and intended to be deployed on an J2EE application server such as IBM WebSphere or Sun Glassfish.
One disadvantage of JASA is that AES is a symmetric ciphering algorithm, meaning that the server and the client share the same key. AES can not guarantee non-repudiation in the transaction between two parties.
Lightweight Security for Mobile Commerce Transactions
K. Lam et al. proposed a lightweight security mechanism (LSM) [9] for protecting electronic transactions over handheld devices. The concept of a wireless protocol gateway was introduced in this proposal. A wireless protocol gateway serves as a fixed-line agent for the handheld devices. Handheld devices are connected to the gateway via the mobile phone network and the gateway is connected to the application server via a fixed line network.
Transactions in LSM are implemented by a combination of the wireless protocol gateway and an end-to-end security mechanism. The mechanism presumes that the mobile handheld device supports plug-in or applet implementations in an Internet browser environment. In communications between the handheld device and the wireless protocol gateway an authentication protocol is established through the sharing of a symmetric secret key. The fixed line network communication between the wireless protocol gateway and the application server consists of a combination of public key cryptography and simple password authentication. A tamper-resistant hardware device is suggested in order to ensure non-repudiation.
While LSM meets the security requirements of mobile commerce in authentication, confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation, there are some disadvantages of this proposal. One disadvantage is that there is a security gap at the wireless protocol gateway. The wireless gateway receives the traffic from handheld devices, decrypts the traffic with the symmetric key and encrypts them again using public key cryptography, then sends the data to the application server. This can result in exposure of the data.
Another disadvantage is the way that the mobile transaction is implemented on the mobile phone network. The mobile phone network is provided by mobile network operators, while the mobile application service is offered by application providers such as banks. Application providers may not want mobile network operators to be involved in their security planning; however in LSM it is essential for both the client and server to keep their cryptography key pairs away from third parties, and so some joint collaboration to achieve this may be required.
iKP and SET
iKP (Internet Keyed Payment Protocols) is a group of secure payment protocols developed by IBM Research Division [8, 1] . All iKP protocols are based on RSA public key cryptography. However, the number of public keys (which is sometimes referred to by the i in iKP) is varied according to the particular business requirement. This number is mirrored in the name of the individual protocols: 1KP, 2KP, and 3KP. The simplest protocol, 1KP, only asks for one of the three parties involved to hold a public key.
The Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) specification is an open encryption and security specification designed to protect credit card transactions on the Internet. Various bigname companies collaborated in the development of SET and SET is currently supported by major corporations such as VISA Inc. and MasterCard. As a standard protocol SET has been defined to ensure the security of credit card payments on the Internet, but its transaction flow and implementation of security can also be applied to wireless networks. Details of the SET specification can be found in [18] .
Both SET and iKP are credit-card payment protocols. Although they have been successfully implemented for ecommerce on a wired network, they are too heavy-loaded to operate on resource constrained devices such as mobile devices and wireless networks. SET and iKP are comprehensive architectures, not specifically designed for two-party payment transactions; this makes SET and iKP too complex for efficient and realistic implementations of two-party mobile payment transactions.
Proposed Architecture
We propose a new secured architecture for two-party mobile payment (SA2pMP) based on JASA and LSM. SA2pMP implements a digital signature module and a transaction log strategy to solve the problem of nonrepudiation, which was not ensured in JASA. SA2pMP's proposed structure overcomes the security gap at the wireless protocol gateway that is found in LSM, and as well the physically distributed transaction log strategy lowers the wireless network operator's involved sensitivity and increases its capability as a third trusted auditor.
Network Module
The architecture proposed for SA2pMP is designed for banking transactions to be carried out on mobile devices. In a normal banking transaction there are two parties involved: the customer and the bank. The customer taking part in our banking transaction is also the mobile device's holder and owner. The customer's mobile device communicates with the bank's mobile server via HTTP/HTTPs. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the mobile device connects with a network gateway through the mobile network provided by a network operation provider. For example in Canada Rogers provides its users data service which enables users' mobile devices to access HTTP/HTTPs applications through their mobile network. Wired networks connect the banking system and the network gateway. Except for constraints in network bandwidth and mobile devices, this physical network architecture is transparent to the mobile banking platform. 
Security Mechanism
As Figure 2 illustrates, data are transferred in a open, public wireless network environment. This is not a secured network environment. During a transaction the system combines the transaction message and the digital signature's public key and both are transferred over this unsecured network link. It is not necessary to encrypt a public key used in a digital signature system, and so we can transfer the public key over an open wireless network. The transaction message (msg) must be protected from third party eavesdropping, and so we use the signature layer and the encryption layer to process msg. This means that in our architecture the digital signature layer is not independent of the encryption layer. Another reason for crossing the signature layer and the encryption layer is to ensure the message is sent from a specific client to a specific server. For these reasons, we combine the SIM (Subscriber Identifier Module Number), PHID (mobile phone serial number, or PHone IDentifier), and ACCID (user's bank account number, or ACCount IDentifier) as the identifier ID C (client ID), then sign this together with the message. This is described by Equation  1 where E refers to the encryption of the message and S refers to the digital signature signing operation.
Client → Bank : E(S(msg, ID
Cryptography The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is one approach to implementing the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). ECDSA has been applied to wireless networks because of its low computational cost and short key size, both of which reduce the overhead in a wireless and resource constraint environment [19] . Details of ECDSA can be found in [4] . The key size is 192 bits which is chosen based on [10] and [15] . The algorithm uses SHA-1 for message digesting. AES is employed for encryption and decryption.
Multi-factor Authentication Strategy Authentication is concerned with ensuring that a communicating entity is the one that it claims to be [14] . To meet recommendations in [3] , our proposal should provide strong authentication. To satisfy this we chose these factors from [12] :
• Something you have: A mobile device is an physical object, thus the user's possession of this physical object can be one factor in ensuring authentication.
• Something you know: The mobile banking platform is an integrated banking system. As such it is a part of banking infrastructure and each user has his/her own userid/password for this system. • Something you have: Mobile devices need the wireless connection services offered by telecommunication providers, and a mobile device must possess a mobile phone number offered by wireless network services. This number plays the role of the Personal Identity number.
• Something the user is or does: Digital signature is an important technology which also provides authentication of a message.
Transaction Log Strategy We suggest a new cooperative relationship between the financial service provider and the wireless network operator. Along with the digital signature a transaction log strategy is used to ensure non-repudiation. The transaction log server is a security mechanism to protect a bank from repudiation between users and bank. If a user refuses to admit participating in a mobile transaction, the transaction log server can provide the transaction records as proof. The definition of the network protocol gateway in LSM [9] is used to realize our business transaction log server. Illustrated by Figure 1 , the network gateway is provided by the mobile network operator, which is not in the same business unit with the bank. The mobile network operator objectively takes the role as the third trusted auditor. In that, the transaction log server is logically a part of the mobile banking platform, but in our architecture we suggest that it be physically positioned on the network gateway.
Key Management
Key management is concerned with the secure generation, distribution, and storage of keys [13] . Secure methods of key management are important to a secured mobile payment system. When the key is randomly generated the system must prevent impersonation. In practice most attacks on public key systems will be aimed at the key management, rather than at the cryptographic algorithm(s)) [13] . In our architecture the two key pairs required are used both for the digital signature and in encryption. Figure 3 illustrates our proposed key management strategy for the digital signature. 
Digital Signature Key Management
We propose the use of a digital signature to ensure non-repudiation during the transactions. Public key cryptography does not share any secrets between the two parties involved. A private key contributes to generating the digital signature on one side, and on the other a public key is used to verify the digital signature. To keep the private key secret we propose to generate the key pair in the mobile device. When a user starts to use the mobile payment application no key exists yet in the system, and a Key Generation function is called to generate a key pair before processing the transaction. The keys must then be distributed and stored.
The private key is stored in the mobile device, either using File Stored in JAR or Record Stored in RMS. File stored in JAR refers to storage of the private key in the same jar package as the application program. This would rely on the fact that in the process of compilation of the Java application, class files in machine language are generated, and this process would obscure any details of the private key incorporated into the JAR. Record Stored in RMS (Record Management System)refers to the use of a subsystem of the MIDP in the Java ME standard [6] . The RMS APIs provide the ability to manipulate records in a record store and share records within an application, but sharing of records between different applications is prohibited (in MIDP2.0).
The public key is transferred to the authentication server in the banking server and then stored in a public key depository. Security on the server side is not within the scope of this proposal, and so we do not propose any details for this depository.
This will only take place once unless a renewed key pair is requested. This process can run off-line, not requiring any communications, and not competing with other transaction processing for computational resources. A key pair will eventually expire, and renewal of a key pair must initiated by the banking server. Once the server detects that renewal is needed, a notice (such as SMS) must be sent to the mobile device to generate a new key pair.
Encryption Key Management Generation of the encryption key takes place on the server. Encryption and decryption share the same secret key, which clearly cannot be transferred over the open wireless network due to the risk of interception. We propose that this key be stored in the program application jar package; then users would be issued the key along with the application package when they register for mobile banking services with their bank. On the server side we assume that the bank's security measures are sufficient.
Implementation
For space reasons, full implementation details cannot be included in this paper. 
SA2pMP Mobile Client Architecture
The client portion of the proposed SA2pMP is intended to be built on Java ME enabled mobile devices. Figure 5(A) illustrates the architecture of the mobile client. The mobile client system is composed of the four modules described below. 
Business Logic Module
The BLM is in charge of all particular business functions between bank and user. These business functions will generated different entities, and the user can choose individual entities' composition according to his/her individual requirements.
Security Module
The SM is to be responsible for security issues. After the user's request has been processed by the BLM, an information message is generated. This message will be processed with digital signature and encryption in the SM. Following the rules of ECDSA we read the private key from the KLM, and then affix the digital signature to the original message, along with the encryption. The encrypted message is the communication entity which will be sent by the CM to the mobile banking server.
Communication Module
The CM is the module in charge of the network link. We propose the use of HTTP. The CM handles information exchange between the mobile client application and the mobile banking server.
Key Management Module
The KMM is in charge of key management as described in Section 4.3.
Server Architecture
The mobile banking platform server consists of the components described in the following paragraphs. Figure 5B) illustrates the proposed architecture for the server platform.
Key Management Server KMS deals with receipt and storage of the public key, as well as initiating messages notifying the client the renew the key pair currently in use. Details of this are given in Section 4.3.
Authentication Server The AS provides authentication service for the mobile banking platform. The following security items should be implemented in the AS:
1. checking for userid/password legality during log on, 2. verification of the digital signature, and 3. decryption of message(s). The message which has passed through AS is a legal business message and so it is next interpreted as to the original business request.
Business Logic Server
The BLS handles all legal business requires. The BLS interacts with the regular bank, processing business logic and exchanging business information. When BLS finishes processing a business job it responds by sending the result information to the user's mobile device.
Transaction Log Server The TLS creates and maintains the log files for transactions taking place in the mobile banking platform. The LS is a security mechanism to protect the bank from repudiation between users and the bank. Once users could deny having taken actions in a mobile banking platform, so the LS prevents this by providing the transaction record as proof.
Conclusion
We have proposed a secure architecture for two-party mobile payments. While other architectures and protocols have been proposed, they either are not well suited for mobile (and thus resource-constrained) devices or they do not satisfy all of the parties' concerns regarding security in carrying out mobile transactions. Our architecture, referred to as SA2pMP, is intended to be implemented in Java ME on a mobile client, with a mobile banking server supporting it, likely implemented in Java EE. The proposed architecture employs a digital signature and a transaction log strategy to meet the security requirement of non-repudiation, and its lightweight client design is intended to be well-suited to mobile devices.
Work is continuing on implementation, with a goal of simulating mobile transactions and comparing the results to existing mobile payment systems.
